Our aim is to study the problem in question using the method which is different from those of Humke-Laczkovich or Simon. First we prove Lemma 1 in which it is shown that if h £ C and h(0) = 0 or h(\) = 1 then h £ W(2).
Introduction
Let C = C([0, 1], [0, 1] ) be the set of continuous self-mappings of the interval [0,1] with C°-topology. The generic properties of these maps were studied in a number of papers (see, e.g., [ABL, ). One of the problems here, due to A. Bruckner, P. Humke and M. Laczkovich, concerns studying the generic properties of the sets W(n) = {fn : f £ C} and W = U«>2 W(n) m general and in particular the question of whether or not the set W is nowhere dense in C.
The first results about the structure of the sets W(n), W were obtained by P. Humke and M. Laczkovich who proved in that W(2) is not everywhere dense in C and W(k) is an analytic non-Borel subset of C. The next steps are due to K. Simon who proved the following Theorem S . 1. The set W(2) is nowhere dense in C. 2. The set W is of first category and W ^ C.
Our aim is to study the problem in question using the method which is different from those of Humke-Laczkovich or Simon. First we prove Lemma 1 in which it is shown that if h £ C and h(0) = 0 or h(\) = 1 then h £ W(2).
Then we study properties of mixing interval maps (by mixing we always mean topologically mixing) and prove Theorem 1 which sums up these properties; to state it let us denote by A the set of all interval maps with at least one fixed endpoint and by M the set of all mixing maps (note that Lemma 1 makes the statement of Theorem 1 more natural).
Theorem 1. W n M = (A n M) U (W n 71/) ; iw o//z<?r nwtfs, i/"a mixing map f belongs to the closure of the set of iterates and f(0) ^ 0, /( 1 ) ^ 1 f/zen / « an iterate itself.
We are going to apply Theorem 1 in order to find a dense open subset of C containing no iterates. To this end we first develop in Lemma 8 some tools, which under certain conditions allow, roughly speaking, to "insert" a given interval map g into another map /, i.e. to replace a fixed point of / by an interval supporting g and properly extend the new map. The idea of the rest is to find a special dense subset 73 c C and then to "insert" properly chosen mixing maps (which are not iterates) instead of fixed points of any map h £ B . This way we get a dense set D c C and the main step will be to prove that for any <p £ D there exists an open set U 3 tp containing no iterates; the techniques used in the proof involve some properties of periodic points of iterates of interval maps. Thus finally we obtain the following Theorem 2. The set W is nowhere dense in C.
The results of the paper were the subject of the author's talk during the Third Czechoslovak Summer Conference on Dynamical Systems near Bratislava in 1990.
THE PROPERTIES OF MIXING MAPS
We start with the following Indeed, let f £ A . Clearly for any open U 3 f there exists g £ A n U and a < 1 such that fx < x provided x £ [a, 1 ). Let e < 1 -a ; construct a map ge as follows: (1) ge(x) = g(x) if x £ [1 -s, 1] or g(x) < 1 -e ; (2) ge(x) = 1 -e otherwise. Then g£ £ B which proves the required since ge -> g while e -► 0 and on the other hand g may be chosen arbitrary close to /.
Let us show that 73 c W(2). Indeed, let h £ B, i.e. there is a < 1 such that h[0, a] c [0, a], hx < x for x £ (a, 1) and h(\) = 1. Choose a point b £ (a, 1) such that c -h(b) > a and construct the map g = g¡, as follows: (b) Let t = |/(1) -1| < |/(0) -0|. Let us consider a one-parameter family of maps G = {g£} such that gEx -fx for 0 < x < 1 -e, ge(\) -1 and ge is linear on the interval [1 -e, lj. Clearly dist(&, /) -> |/(1) -1| = t while e -> 0. On the other hand G c A and by the statement (a) we have gE £ W(2) (We). It completes the proof of Lemma 1. D Lemma 1 shows that for our purposes it is natural to consider the interval maps with nonfixed endpoints.
To proceed we need some well-known definitions. Namely, a family of continuous maps gn : X -► X of a metric space (X, d) into itself is called equicontinuous if for any t > 0 there is r > 0 such that for any two points x, y we have d(g"x, gny) < t provided that d(x, y) < r. Furthermore, a map g : X -► X is called equicontinuous if the family of all its iterates {g"}^0 is equicontinuous. The properties of equicontinuous interval maps are described in the following Lemmas 2 and 3. Let us show that if /2|7 = id then / is equicontinuous. Clearly it is enough to show that f2 is equicontinuous; so we may assume that f\I = id. We can also assume that 7 is nondegenerate. Let e < X(I) be given, 8 < e be such that \fx -fy\ < e provided \x -y\ < 8 and 8' < 8 be such that \fx -fy\ < 8 -8' provided \x -y\ < 8'. Then let us find A such that
+ 8'] and 8" < 8' such that \fz -/'C| < 8' for 0 < i < N provided \z -Ç| < 8". We claim that if \x -y\ < 8" then \f'x -f'y\ < e for all i.
Indeed, by the choice of parameters we see that \f'x -f'y\ < 8' < e for all 0< i< N and at the same time fNx, fNy £ fN [0, 1] c [c -8', d + 8'] . So it is enough to show that \f'z -f'z'\ < e for any i provided z, z' £[cn , d^] and \z-z'\ < 8'. Indeed, otherwise let j < oo be the biggest number such that l/'z -f'z'\ < 8' for all 0 < i < j ; then 8 -8' > \fi+x z -p+x z'\ > 8'. This implies that one of the points fJ+xz, fJ+x z', say, fj+xz belongs to 7. If also fj+xz' £ I then the required statement is proven since f\I = id. Otherwise we may assume that fJ+xz' £ [cn , c]. Since 8 -8' > \fj+xz -fj+x z'\ then |c/vr -fJ+xz\ < 8 < e, so as long as iterates of z' stay in [t>, c) the distance between them and fi+ ' z remain smaller than 8. At the same time if fc is the least number such that fkz' £ [cn, c) then by the choice of 8' we have \fkz' -c\ < e and so since e < X(I) we have fkz' e 7 and \fkz' -fJ+l z\ < e .
This completes the proof. D Proof. Suppose that / £ C is mixing, /(0) ^ 0, /(l) ^ 1 and there exists a sequence {tp"}, tp" £ C and a sequence of numbers {p"} such that tpp" -» /, pn > 1. It is enough to show that / is an iterate, and we will do it step by step.
Step 1. 2 = {tp'n}^ o<i<P" ZÄ an equicontinuous family of maps.
Suppose that 3S is not an equicontinuous family of maps. Then we may assume that there is a nondegenerate interval 7 c (0, 1), a point a, a sequence of intervals {/"} such that /" -► a and a sequence of integers {in <p"} such that tpÍ!(Jn) = 1. Let tâ+(l~i]PnJn = K'" ; clearly Kln -> f~xI while n -► 00.
On the other hand <plnPnJn -tpp"~'"Kln -> fla while n -> 00. By Lemma 4 [1/3,2/3] c f'xI for large /; so for large n and / we have K!nnKn+x ¿ 0 and thus (fPnn~inKn n tpPn~inKn+x ¿ 0 which implies that fa = fl+xa.
By the assumption 0,1 are not fixed points and so f'a £ (0, 1). Then by Lemma 4 and since f'a is a fixed point we have that fka = fa £ int f~xI for large fc > /. By the continuity arguments this implies that for sufficiently large n we have (ppnn~lnKk c int AT* where yp-'-K* -> /*a and Kk -* /*-'7 while « -> oo . Clearly there exists a nondegenerate closed interval 7£ c (0, 1 ) such that fa £ int K c 7?* and so <ppn"~lnK c int K for large «. On the other hand Lemma 4 implies that there is m such that int (fmK) d K. Hence int (^"70 D K for large n and so int (tp^^'^K) d Tí ; at the same time we have just seen that tpnnp"<J,'1~'"'K c int Tí . Clearly this is a contradiction which completes Step 1.
Step 2. If p" t4 oo then f is an iterate.
We may assume that pn = p for any n. Since {tpn} is an equicontinuous family we may assume that <p" -► g £ C. Obviously / = gp .
Step 3. If there are infinitely many p" which are multiples of 3 then f is an iterate.
Indeed, we may assume that all pn are multiples of 3 ; it is enough now to replace all tpn by ipn = tfn1 and apply Step 2 to \p\ -> f.
It remains to consider the case when pn -> oo, pn = 3q" + r" and rn = 2, 4(V«). We may assume that rn = 2(Vn) (the other case can be treated similarly) and that tpn -► g. Then g is surjective. Step 1 and since p" -► oo we see that g is an equicontinuous map; thus by Lemma 2 g2 = id. By Step 1 the family of maps {^ñ}o<«,o<(<p" is equicontinuous.
Therefore we may assume that <pqn" -> h which implies that <pp" = tplQn+2 -+ h*g2 = h3 = /. This completes the proof. D Corollary 1 illustrates the way Theorem 1 may be applied. We need the following Proposition 1 concerning the estimates ofthetopological entropy h(f) of a transitive interval map / ([B1-B2] or [BC] ); for the sake of completeness we will give here a short proof for a mixing case only. Proof. It is well known (see, e.g., [BGMY] ) that if for a map g : [0, 1] -► [0, 1] there exist two nondegenerate intervals 7, J with disjoint interiors such that gl f) gJ D IU J then h(g) > In2 (if such intervals exist we say that / has a 2-horseshoe). We will use this property in the proof which is divided into steps.
Step 1 Step 1. Note that if, say, 0 is a fixed point of / then the transitivity of / implies that there is at least one more /-fixed point and so
Step 1 may be applied in this case.
Step 2. If there exists a fixed point t £ (0, 1) such that fy>y for any y £ [0, t) and fy <y for any y £ (t, 1] then h(f) > (ln2)/2.
By
Step 1 and Lemma 4 it is enough to show that f2 has more than one fixed point. Indeed, otherwise for any y £ [0, t) we have y < fy, y < f2y and so because of the surjectivity of / there exists a point c £ (t, 1] such that fc = 0. Similarly we can conclude that there exists a point d £ [0, t) such that fd = 1. This implies that there exists a point a e [0, r) such that fa = c and so f2a = 0 which is a contradiction. D Corollary 1. Let g be mixing and h(g) < In 2. Then g £ W.
Proof. Suppose that g £ W. Then by Theorem 1 one of the points 0, 1 is fixed or g itself is an iterate. By Proposition 1 in the first case h(g) > In 2, so this possibility is ruled out. Assume that g = f , k > 1 . Let us show that in fact / is mixing. Indeed, since g is surjective then / is surjective as well. Thus for any closed interval Tí c (0, 1) there is a closed interval L c (0, 1) such that K c f'L, 0 < i < fc . Let 7 be an open interval. By Lemma 4 there exists j is such that g'I d L for all i > j and hence for all r > kj we have fi c K. Clearly this implies that / is mixing. By Proposition 1 we may conclude that h(f) > (ln2)/2 and so h(g) > In 2 which is a contradiction. D
Properties of periodic points of iterates and "insertion lemma"
Let us first prove some lemmas concerning properties of periodic points of iterates.
Lemma 5. Let f £ C, I be an interval and n be the least integer such that f"I c 7. Suppose that n > 1, n is an odd integer and in fact fnI = I. Then fi n pi = 0 where 0 < j < i < n .
Proof. Let J D I be the connected component of the set M = (J^1 fl and m be the least positive integer such that fmI n / / 0 . Then fmJ = J, M = U™ö' fJ an(1 f'J n fJj = & for 0 < i < j < m; it implies that « is a multiple of m so that fc = n/m is an integer. If m = n there is nothing to prove. Let m < n and consider fm:J->J.
Then denoting fm by g and assuming / = [0, 1] we have that g £ C, I is an interval and fc is the least number such that gkI c 7 ; additionally it is known that gkI = I, k > 3, is odd and \Jk~0l g'l = [0, 1]. Let us show that this is impossible. Together with \Jk=0l g'l = [0> 1] this implies that c = 1 . Similarly it is easy to see that 0 £ g(gl) and so g2I c 7 or g2I D 7 ; clearly this contradicts the assumption and completes the proof. □ Let P be a periodic orbit of a map /. In what follows we call an interval [x', x"] basic (for the periodic orbit P) if x', x" e P and (x', x") n P = 0 ; if additionally it is known that / moves points x', x" in different directions then we call [x', x"] expanding basic (for the periodic orbit P) interval.
Lemma 6. Let f £ C, n be a prime integer and x be an f-periodic point of period n . Then the following properties hold:
( 1) Lemma 7. Let {«,} be a sequence of prime integers and tp"' -> /. Also let {Pi} be a sequence of points such that (p"'(Pi) = Pi for any i. Then one of the following possibilities holds:
(1) diam(orty,(A)) ^0;
(2) choosing a subsequence one can assume that there exist numbers N, t > 0 such that 1 < n,< A for any i and for any cycle orb9¡(p¡) a distance between any two points from the cycle is greater than t.
Moreover, -if additionally all n¡ are odd then there exists a sequence of tp¡-fixed points {a¡} such that a¡ -* a and also p¡ -» p then f2[a, p] D {orty (/?,)}' so that if p = a then {orty (/?,-)}' = {a}.
Proof. If the second possibility does not hold then one can assume that there exists a sequence of pairs of points x¡l\ x)2) 6 orb9i(p¡) such that lx)1' -x¡ '| -> 0 where x¡ = x)2) if and only if the point p¡ is tprñxed. Clearly we may assume that for sufficiently large i the points p¡ are not ^,-fixed. Hence by Lemma 6.(2) we have orb9l(p¡) c ^"'[x)1', x)2)]. Since tp"' -» / and lx)1' -x) '| -» 0 this implies that diam( orb,,, (/?,)) -► 0 and so the first possibility holds.
Assume now that additionally all n¡ are odd, there exists a sequence of 9>,-fixed points {a¡} such that a, -* a and also p¡ -» p. Then by Lemma 6(3) orb9i(Pi) c <p]ni [a.i, Pi] . Therefore taking the limits we have f2[a, p] D {orbyfpi)}', so that if p = a then {orb9j(p¡)}' = {a}. D The next lemma is quite different from those we have just proved. It provides techniques necessary for the proof of Theorem 2 and seems to be both useful and natural; roughly speaking, it shows that under certain conditions one can "insert" a map g into a map / so that the new map h will contain an invariant interval supporting g and will be monotonically semiconjugate to /. To formulate Lemma 8 we need a few definitions. Namely, a nondegenerate interval 7 is called aflat spot (of a given map /) if fl is degenerate; an interval of monotonicity of a piecewise-monotone map / is called a lap.
Lemma 8 ("Insertion lemma"). Let f £ C be a piecewise-monotone map without flat spots and si be a finite set of f-fixed points. Furthermore, let {ga}aej/ be the family of interval maps and for any a £ si one of the following possibilities holds:
(a) ga(0) = 0, ga(l) = 1 and f does not reverse the orientation at a ; (b) ga(0) = 1, ga(l) = 0 and f reverses the orientation at a ; (c) ga(0) = ga(y) = 0 and a is a local maximum of /; (d) &j(0) = ga(l) = 1 and a is a local minimum of f.
Then in any neighborhood U of f in C there exists a map h and a nonstrictly increasing map tp £ C with the following properties:
(1) ftp = tph (i.e. tp semiconjugates h to /) ; (2) (p~x(x) is a point if x <£ (Jn>0f~"(a) for any a£Sé and a nondegenerate interval otherwise, (3) if tp~x(x) is a nondegenerate interval and x $ si then h\tp~x(x) is monotonically increasing, decreasing or has exactly one turning point depending on the corresponding behavior of f in a small neighborhood of x; (4) <p~x(a) is a nondegenerate h-invariant interval and h\tp~x(a) is conjugate to g for any a £sf ; (5) if g is piecewise-monotone and has no flat spots then we may assume that h is piecewise-monotone and has no flat spots either, (6) if si is the set of all f-fixed points then all h-fixed points belong to the set (p~x(si).
Proof. First of all observe that it is enough to prove the lemma in the case when si = {a} contains one point and then apply it step by step which will prove the general case since the set of fixed points in question is finite. So from now on let si = {a}.
Let n be the number of laps of / and bm -card{/_m(a)} ; then b¡ < n'. . Moreover, by the construction both functions c(x) and d(x) are monotonically increasing and one can say that J is also monotonically increasing since for any xi < x2 we have J(xx) < J(x2).
We are ready to construct the map h = hx\ the construction depends on the steps already made (i.e. in the end on A). In fact we first construct the map h' : I -> 7 and then translate it onto the interval [0,1] by the linear map. Now, for any point v e 7 let F(y) -{x : c(x) < y}. Then by the definition one can easily see that in fact the set F(y) is an interval of the form [0, y(y)] where y(y) is a monotonically increasing continuous function of y with y(0) = 0, y(l + /3(1)) = 1. Furthermore, y~x(x) = J(x). Let us show that using the properties of the map y one can "lift" the map / to the map h! : I -» 7 so that h' will be semiconjugate to / by y and other properties from the statements (l)-(5) of the lemma will hold.
Indeed, let us define h' in the following way. First observe that by the definition if y = J(x) is a point then J(f(x)) is a point as well; set h'(x) = J(f(x)). Suppose that x ^ a and J(x) is nondegenerate. By the construction this means that there exists the smallest number 0 < fc < 00 such that fx = a and so by the construction J(fx) is also nondegenerate. The definition of the map h! on J(x) will depend on the behavior of / at x. Namely, if / is increasing at x define h' on J( map determined by h'(c(x)) = h'(d(x)) = d(fx) and h(z) = d(x). It remains to define h! on J(a) ; we do it in such a way that it will be conjugate to g by a strictly increasing map.
The construction immediately implies that h' has all the properties described in the statements (l)- (5) . By the construction it is easy to see that 7 -> [0, 1] and tp -> id while A -► oo ; this implies that in fact h -> / while A -» oo . It remains to observe that if si is the set of all /-fixed points which was covered after the corresponding number of steps then the statement (6) holds too since we do not add new fixed points in the construction. This completes the proof. D
Main theorem
In this section we prove the main theorem of the paper, namely Theorem 2. The main idea of the proof is to find a special dense subset 73 c C and then to "insert" properly chosen mixing maps (which are not iterates) instead of fixed points of any map in 73 . The obtained dense set D c C will have the property that for any f £ D there exists an open set U 3 f containing no iterates and establishing this property is in fact the major step of the proof.
We need the following definition. Let {A¡} be a sequence of intervals and suppose that there is an interval J such that for any intervals 7, L with 7 c int /, / C int L and sufficiently big i we have 7 c A¡• c L ; then we will say that the intervals A¡ converge to / and denote it by A¡ -* J .
Theorem 2. The set W is nowhere dense in C.
Proof. First we construct maps {gi}\=x with the properties which will allow to "insert" them into properly chosen interval maps and then to show that the resulting maps do not belong to the closure of the set of all iterates. Let g : [1/3, 2/3] -> [1/3, 2/3] be a piecewise-monotone mixing map, h(g) < ln2, 1/3 < g(\/3), g(2/3) < 2/3; clearly such a map g exists. All maps g¡ are defined in the similar way: they coincide with g on [1/3,2/3], they are linear on the intervals [0, 1/3] and [2/3, 1], but they act in different ways on points 0 and 1 . Namely, let the following hold: *i(0) = 0,gx(l) = l;g2(0) = l,g2(l) = 0;g3(0) = g3(l) = 0; g,(0) = S»(l) = l.
For any i and any interval T such that [1/3, 2/3] c T c (0, 1) there exists a number m such that gfT = [1/3, 2/3], 1 < i < 4. Moreover, it is easy to see that there exists an interval 7 such that [1/3, 2/3] c int 7 and gil = [1/3, 2/3] for 1 < i < 4. Finally note that by Lemma 4 there exists a unique g-fixed point in [1/3, 2/3] which does not coincide with 1/3, 2/3 , so by the construction g¡ has no more than 3 fixed points.
We call a piecewise-monotone map g expanding if there exists a number y > 1 such that for any interval J the monotonicity (in the non-strict sense) of f\J implies that X(fJ) > yX(J).
Let T3 be the set of piecewise-monotone and linear on each interval of monotonicity expanding maps outside W(2). By Theorem S the set W(2) is nowhere dense in C ; together with some obvious arguments it easily implies that the set T3 is dense in C . Moreover, any expanding map has finitely many fixed points. Now, let f £ B. Then by "insertion lemma" there exists a map h £ W(2) obtained from / by "inserting" the corresponding maps g, instead of all fixed true for any "inserted" /z-fixed interval, so we may assume that all conclusions hold for any such interval. Now let us choose a sequence /3, of tp¡-ñxed points and suppose that ß,; -> ß ; then h(ß) = ß and by the properties of h following from the "insertion lemma" there is an "inserted" interval / = [à, b] such that ß £ J. On the other hand by what was shown there exist an odd prime integer p , a sequence {à,} of ç>;-periodic points of period p and p distinct /z-fixed points ¿o € int /, zx , ... , zp-X such that (p[(a¡) -► z¡ (0 < I < p) while i -> oo. Moreover, we may assume that {z¡}p~0x n int / = {z0} . Now if ß = z¡ for some / then by Lemma 7 {orb,,, a,}' = {z¡} which is a contradiction. Hence ß ^ z0 and we may assume that, say, h(a) = à and ß = à fi {z¡}p~0x. Since p > 3 and at the same time h\J has no more than 3 fixed points we conclude that {zi}p~0l £ J• On the other hand by Lemma 7 {z¡}p~0l = {orb^, a,}' c h2 [ä, z0] c J which is a contradiction completing the proof. D
